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Abstract:

It is commonly claimed that, when X coerces Y into consenting to Z φ-ing, Y’s consent
is invalid, and Z is only permitted to φ if this reduces harm or increases optionality for
Y. This article demonstrates that Y’s consent in such cases is valid if Y is choosing
between options that include all those Z has a duty to offer Y, and no autonomy-reducing
options Z has a duty to not offer Y. When these conditions are met, Z acts permissibly in
φ-ing even if φ-ing does not reduce harm for Y or increase Y’s optionality.
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In March 1991 civil war broke out in Sierra Leone, eventually reaching the home of a
young woman named Aminata. Within a year, Aminata was captured and brought to
a Revolutionary United Front (RUF) military base, where she was threatened with
rape from an RUF soldier. She knew the threats would subside if she were married, as
soldiers were less likely to rape married women on the base. She spoke with a man
she knew and consented to marry him shortly after.1

The above case raises a question: was Aminata’s consent valid, given that it was the
result of a soldier’s threat?

Many would claim it was not: consent is always invalid when the result of wrongful
coercion, including coercion from a third party.2

More specifically, many make two claims. The first is that valid consent is sufficient to
give permission to the consent-seeker.3 By this I mean that consent dissolves a duty
owed by the consent-seeker to the consent-giver.4 If a woman validly consents to sex
with her partner, the consent dissolves her partner’s moral duty to not have sex with
her.5 The second claim is that a central function of valid consent is to give individuals
the autonomous control to dissolve another agent’s duty,6 and such control is lacking
when consent is the result of a consent-seeker’s wrongful threat.7 If a woman consents
to sex only because her partner threatens to injure her if she does not, her consent is
invalid because she is denied control over whether her partner maintains a duty to not
have sex with her.

If a central function of valid consent is to give individuals control to dissolve others’
duties, and this explains why direct threats from consent-seekers are sufficient to
undermine valid consent, it seems threats from third parties are sufficient to
undermine valid consent as well.
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If they do, this has a number of potential further implications. One potential
implication is that those acting on coerced consent always act impermissibly.8 The man
that Aminata married acted impermissibly in marrying her, given that she was the
victim of a wrongful threat. Alternatively, it may be that those acting on coerced
consent cannot rely on consent alone to obtain permission for their actions. They must
also be certain that their actions reduce harm, or increase optionality, 9 or are the only
actions which can help the consent-giver avoid the fulfilment of the coercer’s threat.10
For example, the man Aminata married must have ensured that, in agreeing to marry
her, he increased her options, or reduced the harm she faced, or was providing her the
only option for avoiding rape.

In this article I reject the above claims, defending an alternative: when X coerces Y into
consenting to Z φ-ing, Z is permitted to act based on Y’s consent if Y is choosing between
options that include all those Z has a duty to offer Y, and no autonomy-reducing options Z has
a duty to not offer Y. When these conditions are met, Z acts permissibly even if she does
not reduce harm for Y, or increase Y’s optionality, or provide the only option which
helps Y avoid the fulfilment of X’s threat. In Section 1 I demonstrate that these
conditions are sufficient to validate consent, in Section 2 I respond to objections, and
in Section 3 I demonstrate that third-party coercion is insufficient to invalidate consent.
In Sections 4 and 5 I demonstrate that the theory I present is applicable to two more
complex variants of third-party coercion: cases where X threatens to harm Y unless
she merely gives permission to Z φ-ing, regardless of whether Z actually φ-es, and
cases where X threatens to harm a third-party W unless Y consents to Z φ-ing.

1. Sufficient Conditions for Permission with Third-Party Coercion
In paradigmatic cases of third-party coercion, X will harm Y unless Z φ-es11, Y consents
to Z φ-ing solely to avoid being harmed by X,12 and Z is aware of X’s threat of harm
but not causally contributing to this threat of harm.13

Consider the following case:
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Asylum: A Darfuri man named David was threatened with arrest by the
Sudanese government unless he left the country, which he could only do
if someone smuggled him into Ethiopia. As a result, he consented to
Ashoul smuggling him into Ethiopia. Ashoul worked for the UN,
providing this service for free, and in no way causally contributed to the
government’s persecution which forced David to leave. Nor could she
have helped him reach a country other than Ethiopia, or stopped the
government’s persecution without risking her own life and others’.14
We ought to adopt the view that Ashoul had permission because of David’s consent,
rather than because helping him to cross the border reduced harm, increased his
options, or was the only way to stop David being harmed by the government.

To defend this claim, I begin with the assumption that the function of valid consent is
to enable individuals to autonomously dissolve others’ duties. I adopt this assumption
because it is plausible, widely held,15 and held in particular by proponents of the view
that third-party coercion invalidates consent.16 Proponents hold that the function of
consent is to give individuals the autonomy to dissolve others’ duties, and if thirdparty coercion undermines this autonomy, third-party coercion undermines consent.

I shall also assume – consistent with proponents of the view I reject – that autonomy
requires a certain level of optionality. Coercion can impact the number and quality of
options a person has, which can impact the level of autonomy a person has.17 For
example, a person with no options lacks autonomy entirely: David was not in this
position as he could remain and face persecution if he chose.18 Or a person may have
every option they have a right to receive from all agents, providing a very high degree
of autonomy: David was not in this position either as he was denied the option to be
free from persecution from his government.

Alternatively, a person may be denied options they have a right to receive from some
agents, but have (a) all options they have a right to receive from the consent-seeker,
and (b) no autonomy-reducing options they have a right to not receive from the
consent-seeker. In other words, they have the autonomy they have a right to receive
from the consent-seeker. I call this “relative autonomy.”19 David had relative
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autonomy from Ashoul. He had the option of crossing the border and, though he
lacked the option to be free from persecution where he was, this was not an option he
had a right to receive from Ashoul, as this would have risked her life and others’.

For consent-givers to receive all options they have a right to from a consent-seeker,
their options must also include any to which they have a conditional right, contingent
on other offers made by the consent-seeker. For example, while David may have no
right to receive help from Ashoul, were it to be offered he may have a right to receive
the assistance without paying an unreasonable fee. Were Ashoul only to offer David
the option of paying a great deal of money for her help, money which only serves to
enrich her, this might be impermissibly exploitative. To avoid impermissibly
exploiting him she would need to either not offer any smuggling, or to also offer
smuggling without this unjustified fee.20 Since David was offered free help, he received
all options to which he had a conditional right.

As noted, to have relative autonomy consent-seekers must also receive no options they
have a right to not receive, where the provision of the option itself reduces their
autonomy. Imagine David’s cousin offers to help him resettle to Canada or the United
States on the condition that he has no alternative, and consequently Ashoul offers him
safety in Ethiopia to spitefully prevent him reaching Canada or the United States.
Ashoul’s offer might be impermissible, given that her intention is to destroy two
higher-quality options that David would prefer. In Asylum, David was given no such
autonomy-reducing impermissible options.

If David was afforded as much autonomy as Ashoul had a duty to provide him,
Ashoul did not wrong him by making the offer. If she did not wrong him in making
the offer, it seems she did not wrong him by enacting the offer with his consent. If she
did not wrong him in enacting the offer, it seems he successfully gave her permission
to enact the offer. If the function of consent is to provide individuals the autonomy to
give others permission, this level of autonomy is sufficient to fulfil the function of
consent.
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Put another way, it is widely accepted that valid consent is not merely an act or mental
state that protects autonomy, but an act or mental state that protects autonomy by
enabling the consent-giver to change their relationship with the consent-seeker.21 Such
a change in relationship is achieved when the consent-giver has sufficient autonomy
to dissolve a duty of the consent-seeker. They have sufficient autonomy if the consentseeker provides all options she must provide, and no autonomy-reducing options she
must not provide.

If consent-seekers can obtain valid consent in such cases, and valid consent implies
permission, it follows that consent-seekers can obtain permission even if they do not
help consent-givers experience less harm or increased optionality. This implication is
intuitively appealing. Imagine multiple agents offer the same assistance, such that
none individually increase the consent-giver’s optionality. It seems each agent can still
obtain the consent-giver’s valid consent, and the theory of relative autonomy explains
why: each independently provides the autonomy she has a duty to provide. Or
consider an agent offering assistance that is just as harmful as no assistance: an aid
worker might offer David potentially life-threatening smuggling, such that the risk of
death in escaping is equal to the risk of death in remaining. This aid worker could
obtain David’s valid consent to escape persecution if she provided him as much
autonomy as she had a duty to provide.22 We might even imagine a case where an
agent neither decreases harm nor increases optionality, such as Ashoul providing the
same option that others would if she did not, and the option of reaching Ethiopia is as
risky as remaining. Relative autonomy can explain why David can give valid consent
in such cases, and thus why he gave permission.

Moreover, if an agent provides as much autonomy as she has a duty to provide, she
may obtain valid consent even if the assistance is neither the only nor best assistance
for the consent-giver to avoid the fulfilment of the third party’s threat. This, too, is
intuitively appealing. The very best option for David avoiding the government’s threat
might be asylum in a far-away country, because in a near-by country David might be
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pursued by his government’s invading military. If providing him this far-away option
would cost the aid worker her life savings and free time, and so be non-obligatory, she
could still obtain David’s valid consent if she merely gave him the option of crossing
the border.

In addition to increased optionality and harm avoidance not being necessary for
permission under third-party coercion, they are also not sufficient. An agent may fail
to obtain permission despite increasing optionality and reducing harm, even if
increasing optionality and reducing harm to a greater degree than others who may
obtain valid consent and permission for equivalent actions. For example, compare
Ashoul to another aid worker with the duty to provide David four options: remaining
in Sudan, helping him cross the border for free, resettlement in Brazil and resettlement
in Australia. This second aid worker might have a duty to provide these options
because she easily can, or because she has donations set aside to do so. If she instead
provides only the first three options, she may increase his optionality and reduce harm
compared to Ashoul, but nonetheless acts impermissibly and fails to obtain valid
consent. This is because she fails to provide David the additional option – resettlement
in Australia – which she has a duty to provide. In other words, we can determine if
she obtains valid consent and acts permissibly based on the duties she has fulfilled,
and not the absolute number of options, help, or autonomy she provides.

The above set of claims can be summarised as follows:

(a) Consent’s function is to give agents the ability to autonomously dissolve
others’ duties.
(b) When X will impermissibly harm Y unless Z φ-es, then Y has the ability to
autonomously dissolve Z’s duty to not φ if X has “relative autonomy.”
(c) Relative autonomy describes Z’s provision to Y of all options she has a duty to
provide, and no autonomy-reducing options she has a duty to not provide.
(d) When Y consents with relative autonomy, then Z acts permissibly in φ-ing
even if
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i.

this does not reduce harm for Y,

ii.

this does not increase Y’s optionality, and

iii.

this does not provide Y the only or best way of avoiding X’s harm.

(e) When Y consents without relative autonomy, then Z does not necessarily act
permissibly in φ-ing even if
i.

this reduces harm for Y,

ii.

this increases Y’s optionality, and

iii.

this provides Y the only or best way of avoiding X’s harm.

2. Four objections
Some might reject the claim that consent’s function is to enable agents to
autonomously dissolve others’ duties. Those who reject this claim might raise four
objections to the argument above.

2.1 Discretionary authority
Some claim consent’s function is to protect what Japa Pallikkathayil calls the
“discretionary authority” an individual ought to have over certain domains. For
example, an individual ought to have authority over their body or property, which is
why they must voluntarily consent before others touch their body or take their
property. An individual has not voluntarily consented if they are coerced by a third
party.23

Even if consent’s function is to protect individuals’ authority over certain domains, an
individual’s authority would not be protected if he were unable to give valid consent
when faced with a third-party threat. If he were unable to give valid consent, he might
face the fulfilment of the third party’s threat, and this would undermine his authority
over a range of domains in his life. David would face persecution from the government
if he were unable to leave, which might entail imprisonment or death. If imprisonment
or death undermine David’s authority over his body and life, David has greater
authority if he has the option of receiving help from Ashoul.
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Some might agree that David has greater authority if Ashoul helps him escape, but
still insist that no valid consent took place because David lacks the discretionary
authority he has a right to receive from all agents. Under this view, Ashoul can
permissibly help him escape, because at least she can improve his authority over his
life compared to no help, but David still never gave his valid consent.

Even if one accepts this view, it is consistent with my more substantive claim: Y can
dissolve Z’s duty to not φ even if he is coerced by Z, so long as Y has relative
autonomy. This conclusion is distinct from the majority view which holds that, when
X coerces Y into consenting to Z φ-ing, Z acts impermissibly in φ-ing or acts
permissibly if φ-ing increases Y’s options, helps Y avoid harm, or is the only method
of Y avoiding the fulfilment of X’s threat.

2.2 Responsibility
There is a related second objection. Some claim that valid consent increases one’s
responsibility, either in terms of increasing the extent that one’s actions can be
attributable to oneself, or in terms of increasing the extent that one’s actions can be
viewed as a reason to blame or praise oneself.24 For example, validly consenting to give
away money means that one is responsible for the loss of one’s money, in both the
sense that the loss of one’s money is attributable to oneself and that there is reason to
blame or praise oneself for the loss of this money. If one is coerced by a third party
into giving away one’s money, it seems one does not increase one’s responsibility for
the loss of one’s money. It seems David similarly never increased his responsibility for
his movement across the border given that he consented to cross due to government
coercion.

One response is to reject the premise that individuals may not increase their
responsibility when consenting due to wrongful coercion from a third party. It seems
such individuals only fail to increase their responsibility if they lack relative
autonomy. For example, if Ashoul offers only passage to Ethiopia, despite having a
duty to also offer passage to Australia, harm befalling David in Ethiopia appears to be
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the responsibility not of David, but of both the government and Ashoul. If Ashoul has
no duty to provide passage to Australia however, and genuinely provides all options
she has a duty to provide, it seems her responsibility is decreased, while David’s is
increased, even if the government’s responsibility remains unchanged. In this second
case, Ashoul can legitimately say, “I am sorry you are suffering, but the choice to cross
into Ethiopia was yours at least as much as mine: you are therefore at least partially
responsible for what happened to you, given the consent you gave.” This contrasts
with the first case where David can reasonably hold Ashoul’s failure to fulfil her duties
towards him as causally contributing to his harm, such that she bears greater
responsibility and he less.

Even if one rejects the claim that David increased his responsibility in a manner that
meant he gave valid consent, this still leaves open the substantive question of what
implications this has for Ashoul, the consent-seeker. While in cases of two-party
wrongful coercion it seems the consent-seeker acts impermissibly and takes on some
or all of the blame for the consent-giver’s choices – a mugger acts wrongly and is
blameworthy for the victim’s loss of money – it is not clear if this holds for cases of
third-party coercion.25 A responsibility-based theory which accounted for consentseekers in cases of third-party coercion would establish not only the consent-giver’s
responsibility, but when a loss of responsibility for the consent-giver places
responsibility on the consent-seeker, or makes her actions impermissible. The theory
of relative autonomy provides one potential answer: if a consent-giver has relative
autonomy vis-à-vis the consent-seeker, then by consenting he cannot place
responsibility on the consent-seeker, and the consent-seeker acts permissibly. For
example, David cannot hold Ashoul responsible for crossing into Ethiopia, or blame
her, or claim she committed a wrong. If so, then regardless of whether we claim he
gave “valid consent,” it seems that the more substantive claim remains: consent given
due to third-party coercion grants permission to the consent-seeker if the consentgiver has relative autonomy from the consent-seeker.

2.3 Reasonableness
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The third objection is against this more substantive claim. According to some, when
one is coerced into consenting by a third party, then:

(a) her consent is invalid when resulting from a lack of autonomy she has a right
to obtain from all agents and
(b) her invalid consent can still give permission to the consent-seeker if both she
and the consent-seeker take “the viewpoint of the other as seriously as her own
and deciding on this basis what to do”.
(c) They can do this if both act according to what is reasonable for both to pursue.26

For example, David’s consent gives Ashoul permission to help him cross the border if
she takes his viewpoint seriously in deciding what to do. She does so if she recognizes
that remaining in his home country is not a reasonable option for him, and that being
carried across the border is. Carrying him across the border at very little cost is also a
reasonable option for her. Therefore, the only option that is reasonable for both is
carrying him across the border. This – according to the competing theory – explains
why it is permissible for Ashoul to carry him across the border, while maintaining that
his consent is invalid: it is invalid because he lacks the autonomy he has a right to
receive from the government.

There are reasons to reject both (c) - the theory’s criteria for permissibility – and (a) –
the claim that consent is never valid when an agent lacks the autonomy to which they
have a right to obtain from all agents.

A reason to reject (c) is that it fails to account for cases where no option is reasonable
for both agents. Imagine that Ashoul would place her own life at risk in carrying him
across the border, because she would need to cross unsafe armed territory. It would
be unreasonable for her to help, in addition to being unreasonable for David to remain
in his country. Though neither option would be reasonable for both, Ashoul can still
obtain David’s permission to assist him. Importantly, she acts permissibly not because
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repatriation is reasonable for David, since the act would remain impermissible if
repatriation were reasonable and he declined, but because repatriation is his choice.

The proposed theory captures the value of this choice, and also explains why it
constitutes a form of valid consent. One’s choice has value not because it is a joint
decision which is reasonable for both agents, but because the agent giving consent has
the autonomy he has a right to receive from the consent-seeker. In ensuring such
autonomy, the consent-seeker helps the consent-giver gain control over the permission
granted.

This leaves open the possibility of a revised version of the competing theory, where
(a) and (b) remain but (c) is modified to: “They can take the viewpoint of the other as
seriously as her own in deciding what to do if both provide the other as much
autonomy as they have a duty to provide.”

This modification clarifies that permission can be granted with relative autonomy, and
so maintains this article’s more substantive claim, but maintains the less-substantive
competing view that permission is distinct from valid consent. Some might feel it is
important to maintain this less-substantive claim because of a final objection.

2.4 Ordinary language
The final objection is that referring to permission given with relative autonomy as
“valid consent” is contrary to ordinary linguistic usage, which can lead to
misunderstanding. For example, imagine David had a gun pointed to his head by an
assailant who would definitely pull the trigger unless Ashoul brought him across the
border. He could have relative autonomy and so give permission, but claiming David
gave valid consent might lead some to believe he was not coerced.27 This is one reason
to avoid the term “valid consent” to refer to consent given with third-party coercion.
Using the term in this way entails revising language, incurring risks of
misunderstanding which we ought not incur.28
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While the theory of relative autonomy certainly requires that we revise our language,
and we incur risks in doing so, there are also major benefits. By claiming one can give
valid consent to a consent-seeker who ensures relative autonomy, we make clear they
never gave valid consent to others. David never gave valid consent to the government
for his departure because the government failed to ensure he had the autonomy it had
a duty to provide.

Importantly, we can claim that one’s consent was invalid for all those who issued
wrongful threats. This might include members of society who engaged in their own
forms of wrongful coercion or denial of options. For example, members of the public
might discriminate, engage in violence, or use derogatory language against David
because he is Darfuri. These acts constitute threats of further harm unless he leaves the
country. By stating that David gave valid consent only to Ashoul, while clarifying he
was threatened by others, we shift our gaze from Ashoul to these others. This
emphasizes the distinct ways that different parties fail to protect autonomy, and the
distinct wrongs they commit. This nuance is missing in today’s language of valid
consent, which views consent as either valid or not, rather than valid for particular
agents.

This nuance extends to distinguishing between individuals and the groups they are
members of. Sometimes individuals obtain valid consent while groups they are
members of do not. For example, imagine that David’s government was only
persecuting him so he would leave, and would cease persecution if no aid worker
helped him leave. In such cases, all aid workers helping him leave would be
collectively necessary for the government’s persecution. They could enhance his
autonomy by refusing to help him escape. These aid workers might therefore have a
collective duty to better protect David’s autonomy by refusing to help him leave the
country, and so would fail to collectively obtain his valid consent to leave the country.
It is nonetheless true that a given aid worker, who knows other aid workers will
continue to help him leave regardless of her actions, does not contribute to
government coercion as an individual. She can obtain David’s valid consent because
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she provides as much autonomy as she can individually, even if aid workers
collectively do not. In other words, if groups can have duties which their members do
not have, groups can fail to obtain valid consent even if their members do. The theory
of relative autonomy captures this distinction.

Importantly, the theory is consistent with the language used in other consent scenarios
where autonomy is undermined. Within medicine, we do not demand that doctors
ensure patients have as much autonomy as they have a right to obtain from all other
agents; only as much as they have a right to obtain from the doctors themselves. For
example, if a person is shot by a sniper and accepts life-saving treatment from a doctor,
the sniper wrongly reduces her autonomy by denying her the option of living without
the wound; nevertheless, she may give valid consent to the doctor. We use this
language of valid consent to signify that she has given permission to the doctor, not
the sniper, emphasizing which party has violated their duties and which has not.

More generally, the focus on relative autonomy is consistent with how we approach
other conditions for valid consent. We tend to think valid consent requires a certain
level of mental capacity, but few claim consent requires the capacity to which one has
a right. A patient might lack the capacity to understand what a treatment entails,
because as a child she faced abuse which impacted her cognition, but she can give
valid consent to a doctor who maximises her capacity.29 Similarly, few claim the
consent-giver must have information they have a right to obtain from all agents.30
Sometimes a patient cannot access information on risks, because the government
wrongly failed to conduct clinical trials to determine risks. He lacks the information
he has a right to obtain from the government, but if the doctor discloses the
information she is able to obtain, she can obtain the patient’s valid consent.

3. Third-party coercion as insufficient to invalidate consent
One claim defended in the two preceding sections is that relative autonomy is
sufficient for valid consent under conditions of third-party coercion. This section
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demonstrates that, when consent is invalid under third-party coercion, the coercion is
insufficient by itself to invalidate the consent.

To see how, consider a case of invalid consent with third-party coercion, where X
threatens to harm Y unless Z either φ-es or φ*-es, and Z knowingly has a duty towards
Y to offer to φ*, but knowingly only offers to φ. Such was possibly the case with
Aminata in 1990s Sierra Leone. Below is a fuller description of this case:

Coerced Sex: Aminata is threatened with rape by an RUF soldier unless she
marries and has sex with Ousman. However, this is not quite true: if she
merely marries Ousman, and they secretly do not have sex, then the
soldier will not rape her. Ousman is aware of the RUF soldier’s threat and
could easily marry her and refrain from sex.31 He instead only offers
marriage on the condition that they have sex.
In the case above, and other cases from 1990s Sierra Leone, men’s offers of marriage
did not increase women’s chances of facing threats of rape from soldiers. It was just
that women accepting marriage decreased their chances of being raped by soldiers.
Though Ousman did not causally contribute to the threats of rape in this way, he may
have had a duty to offer a sexless marriage if this entailed negligible costs,32 because
we have a duty to help others avoid serious harm if this involves only negligible
costs.33 Or he might have had no duty to offer marriage at all, as the costs would be
high, but if offering marriage he would have a duty to include the offer of a sexless
marriage: only offering marriage-with-sex might be impermissibly exploitative,
especially if he sought out coerced women with the goal of obtaining coerced sex.34 If
Ousman had a duty to offer Aminata a sexless marriage, and instead only offered
marriage-with-sex, he failed to provide her the autonomy he had a duty to provide.
He therefore failed to obtain her valid consent.

This demonstrates that third-party coercion is insufficient to invalidate consent. If
Aminata lacks valid consent partly because of Ousman’s failures to ensure a given
level of autonomy, then her consent is invalid because of both the third party (the RUF
soldier) and the failures of the consent-seeker (Ousman).
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The above claim might seem uninteresting: when we claim that coercion from a third
party is sufficient to invalidate consent, we mean that only the third party must engage
in coercion for the consent to be invalid. It seems the RUF soldier alone engages in
coercion, and Ousman does not. If the RUF soldier alone engages in coercion, but
Ousman still fails to obtain valid consent, it seems that agents can fail to obtain valid
consent despite engaging in no coercion themselves.

I think this is incorrect, at least in cases where the consent-seeker is fully aware of the
threat from the third party. When the consent-seeker is fully aware of the threat from
the third party, and fails to protect the consent-giver’s relative autonomy, the consentseeker does engage in wrongful coercion himself.

To see why, consider what we mean when claiming an agent engages in coercion. An
agent X engages in coercion against Y when three jointly sufficient conditions are met:

a) X threatens to seriously harm Y unless Y φ-es,
b) X has a duty to not harm Y even if she does not φ, and
c) Y φ-es to avoid X’s harm.35

For these conditions to be met, the coercer needn’t explicitly threaten the coerced; it
can be enough that he implies a threat. For example, if it were widely known that a
man beats up women who fail to have sex with him, and both the man and a given
woman know she is only having sex for this reason, the man would coerce this woman
into having sex.

There is a related set of jointly sufficient conditions for X to coerce Y:

a) X threatens to let Y face serious harm unless Y φ-es,
b) X has a duty to not let Y face harm even if Y does not φ, and
c) Y φ-es to avoid X letting her face harm.
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For example, if a doctor

(a) has life-saving medicine that he has a duty to provide a given woman, and
(b) threatens to let her die without the medicine unless she has sex, and
(c) she has sex in order to obtain this medicine

then the doctor coerces her into having sex.36

Here, too, an implied threat is sufficient. If both she and the doctor know he will not
provide the medicine unless she has sex, and she has sex as a result, then she is coerced
into having sex, regardless of whether the threat is made explicit.

Even conditional duties can imply a threat like the one above, though of a slightly
different variety. Imagine that a doctor has no duty to offer medicine at all, but if he
offers medicine, he has a duty to offer medicine for free. It follows that denying
medicine is permissible and only offering medicine for sex is impermissible. If denying
medicine is permissible, and he threatens to deny her medicine unless she has sex, he
is not threatening to do something impermissible. He is instead threatening to do
something permissible (denial of medicine) unless she accepts his impermissible offer
(medicine for sex). If his threat has an impermissible element – the offer of medicine
for sex – then he acts wrongly in engaging in the threat. Of course, this raises the
question of whether and why one acts wrongly in threatening to do what is
permissible to do. But if one holds that one can act wrongly when threatening to do a
permissible act37 then agents like the doctor are engaging in a wrongful threat.

When Ousman only offers marriage with sex, knowing that Aminata is facing the RUF
soldier’s threat, he is implying the following: “If you do not have sex with me within
a marriage I will let you be raped by the RUF soldier.” If Ousman has a duty to marry
her without sex, the three jointly sufficient conditions are met:
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(a) Ousman threatens to let Aminata face serious harm unless she has sex,
(b) Ousman has a duty to not let her face harm even if she does not have sex, and
(c) Aminata has sex in order to avoid Ousman letting her face harm.

If this type of implied threat is sufficient for coercion, then Ousman coerces Aminata
into sex. Moreover, he coerces her even if his duty is conditional. If he normally has
no duty to marry her, but a duty to offer sexless marriage if he does offer marriage, he
violates his duties towards her when only offering marriage-with-sex. In doing so, he
wrongfully threatens her with a permissible act (no marriage) that would lead to harm
from a third party, unless she accepts an option (marriage-with-sex) that is
impermissible without a corresponding offer (sexless marriage). Because his threat has
an impermissible element – the offer of marriage-with-sex without an offer of sexless
marriage – he acts wrongly in engaging in the threat.

The above demonstrates that, in at least this case, third-party coercion does not fully
explain the invalidity of the consent: coercion from the second party is involved as
well. More generally, when a consent-seeker fails to provide an option he has a duty
to provide, knowing this will result in the consent-giver accepting a remaining option
to avoid harm from a third party, the consent-seeker engages in coercion himself.

The same holds true for the case of David and Ashoul. If Ashoul had demanded a very
high fee for her services, and this high fee was impermissible, then she would have
implied an impermissible threat: “Pay me the high price or I will let you face
persecution by your government.” Or consider a more common type of third-party
coercion, where X coerces Y into consenting the transfer of property to Z, as when
white supremacists in 1950s Chicago threatened to kill black residents unless they sold
their houses to white buyers,38 or when Idi Amin threatened to detain any IndianUgandans unless they sold their property to Ugandans of African descent.39 If buyers
in such cases have a duty to only temporarily take the property and return it once the
coercer’s threat has subsided, then those who demand a permanent transfer are
implying the following impermissible threat: “Unless you give me your property
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permanently, rather than only lend it to me temporarily, I will let you face harm from
the coercer.”

The above claim – that invalid consent from third-party coercion entails direct coercion
from the consent-seeker – may be limited to cases where the consent-seeker has full
information. These are the types of cases which this article focuses on, but sometimes
the consent-seeker really does lack full information about the third party’s coercion.
In such cases the consent-seeker cannot be said to engage in direct coercion. Consider
Coerced Sex 2:

Aminata is threatened with rape by an RUF soldier unless she consents to
marry Ousman and have sex with him. She consents to marry Ousman
and have sex with him solely because of this threat, but does not tell
Ousman about the RUF soldier’s threat. Had Ousman known about the
threat, he may have offered a sexless marriage, and the RUF soldier would
never find out.
It seems Ousman implies no threat. Given his ignorance, he never implied, “Marry me
and have sex with me, or I will let you be raped by the RUF soldier.” Moreover, some
might claim Ousman fails to provide the autonomy he has a duty to provide, because
Ousman unknowingly is exploiting Aminata. If his failure to ensure relative autonomy
means he fails to obtain her valid consent despite not engaging in coercion himself,
then this is a case of invalid consent with coercion from the third-party alone.

Whether one accepts this conclusion will depend on whether one accepts that agents
can have duties which they are ignorant of, on account of ignorance about facts they
cannot reasonably access. If one can, Ousman fails to obtain Aminata’s valid consent
despite engaging in no coercion himself. He therefore commits a wrong without being
aware that he is, and so without implying a threat himself.

It remains the case that, where the consent-seeker is aware of a threat, the consentseeker implies a threat himself.
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4. A second variant of third-party coercion
All cases so far involve X harming Y unless Z does in fact φ, where Y’s relative
autonomy validates consent despite X’s threat. We might suppose relative autonomy
does not validate consent when Y must merely give Z permission to φ to avoid X’s
harm, regardless of whether or not Z φs.

For example:

Coerced Sex 3: A pimp threatens to harm Charlotte, a sex worker, unless
she gives the client permission to have sex with her. The pimp does not
care whether the client actually has sex with her: it only matters that she
gives the client permission. Charlotte tells the client that he has
permission and the client does not have sex with her.
In this example, Charlotte has relative autonomy because the client is giving her every
option he can provide, and no autonomy-reducing options he has a duty to not
provide. He gives her the option to either give him permission or not, thus helping her
avoid the pimp’s harm, and does not deny her a non-exploitative offer, given that he
does not have sex. Moreover, we can presume that Charlotte has the relevant mental
abilities to make an autonomous choice: perhaps she has decided after careful
deliberation that giving him permission is what she wants, and she might even
privately form the mental state of deciding he has permission, because she fears the
pimp can read her mind. If she really has decided to give permission with relative
autonomy, it still seems the client does not actually have permission to have sex. If
valid consent entails the successful giving of permission, he has not obtained her valid
consent. In other words, third-party coercion seems to invalidate consent despite
Charlotte having relative autonomy from the client, and despite the client neither
engaging in coercion himself nor being ignorant about the pimp’s threat.

While it may be true that the client engages in no coercion himself, and is aware of the
pimp’s threat, relative autonomy still explains the invalidity of Charlotte’s consent.
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If Charlotte does have sex, she will be experiencing coerced sex. She would prefer to
instead have the option of deciding that the client has permission without actually
having sex. Assuming that not having sex would be costless for the client, he can
provide her this option at negligible cost. He therefore has a duty to provide her this
option. If he does not, he fails to protect her relative autonomy; this explains why he
acts impermissibly, and why he fails to obtain her valid consent.

Put differently, if the client will have sex as a result of Charlotte deciding he has
permission, he provides her this option set:

Option 1a. She can communicate and decide that the client has permission, after
which the client will have sex and she will not face the pimp’s harm or
Option 1b. She can communicate and decide that the client has no permission to
have sex, in which case she will face the pimp’s harm.

In contrast, if the client will not have sex despite Charlotte deciding he has permission,
he provides her this option set:

Option 2a. She can communicate and decide that the client has permission, after
which the client will not have sex and she will not face the pimp’s harm or
Option 2b. She can communicate and decide that the client has no permission to
have sex, in which case she will face the pimp’s harm.

The number of options in both sets are the same, but the quality of options 1a and 2a
differ. Option 1a in the first set includes her having coerced sex. In contrast, 2a entails
no such sex. The client likely has a duty to provide her a set of options that includes
2a, either because doing so would presumably be costless, or because denying this
option might be a form of wrongful exploitation. If he ought to provide this option, he
can only ensure she has options she has a right to if he has no sex. He can therefore
only ensure she has relative autonomy if he has no sex. This explains why he maintains
no permission to have sex, and why her consent is invalid.
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More generally, when a consent-seeker has a duty to provide a consent-giver the
option of simultaneously avoiding the fulfilment of the coercer’s threat and the act
coerced by the threat, and this option is mutually-exclusive with a second option of
avoiding the fulfilment of the coercer’s threat by fulfilling the coerced act, he ought to
provide the first option and not the second. Such cases arise when X coerces Y into
giving permission to Z to φ, where Z needn’t φ, such that Z not φ-ing will give Y the
option of avoiding X’s coercion whilst experiencing no coerced φ. If Z has a duty to
provide this option, and it cannot be provided if Z φ-es, then Z can only protect Y’s
relative autonomy by not φ-ing. Once again, relative autonomy helps explain when
consent is valid and when it is not.

5. Third-party coercion with third-party harm
This final variant includes third-party coercion alongside “third-party harm.” To
explain why the theory of relative autonomy applies to such cases, it is necessary to
first explain why the theory applies to third-party harm alone, without any third-party
coercion.40 Such cases occur when X threatens to wrongly harm a third-party W unless
Y consents to X φ-ing. For example:

Coerced Sex 4: A pimp threatens to kill a stranger in a distant city unless
Charlotte has sex with the pimp, and Charlotte consents solely because
she does not want the stranger to die as a result of her inaction.
Such cases seem perplexing, as it is unclear why they involve wrongful coercion, given
that the threat-giver does not threaten to harm the threat-recipient. One explanation
has recently been proposed by Stephen White: the threat-giver wrongs the threatrecipient because he places a heavy responsibility on her to decide if he commits a
wrong, a responsibility he ought to bear himself, given all agents ought to be
responsible themselves for whether they commit wrongs.41 Even if Charlotte is not
morally responsible for the stranger’s death in refusing to have sex, she would still be
implicated in his death, in that she would have chosen an action which she knew
causally contributed to it.42 In knowing that refusing sex would contribute to this
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action, she is faced with a burden of deciding whether to avoid sex or bring about an
outcome of great moral importance (the prevention of a wrongful death). To avoid
placing this burden on Charlotte, the pimp must provide her the option of neither
having sex nor him killing the stranger, and so denying her this option denies her
relative autonomy. If she consents as a result of being denied relative autonomy, her
consent is invalid.

This theory can establish when consent is invalid in cases with both third-party harm
and third-party coercion, where X will harm a third-party W unless Z φ-es, and Y
consents as a result:

Coerced Sex 5: A pimp threatens to kill a stranger in a distant city unless
Charlotte has sex with a client. The client is aware of the pimp’s threat
and could easily persuade the pimp they had sex without actually having
sex, preventing the pimp from killing the stranger. He instead only offers
to persuade the pimp they had sex if Charlotte actually has sex, and
Charlotte consents solely because she does not want the stranger to die as
a result of her inaction.
In this case the client places Charlotte in a position where refraining from sex will
mean the client will not tell the pimp they had sex, causing the pimp to kill the
stranger. The client therefore places Charlotte in a position where she can either have
sex or causally contribute to a wrongdoing. He therefore places a weighty
responsibility on her, a responsibility he could alleviate by simply lying to the pimp.
If successfully lying to the pimp is costless, he has a duty to provide this option, and
fails to protect Charlotte’s relative autonomy if he does not, and fails to obtain her
valid consent for sex.

If successfully lying to the pimp involves costs – perhaps he will need to pay the pimp
some money to persuade him that they actually had sex – then the client might still
have a duty to offer to successfully lie to the pimp, paying money in the process.43 If
the pimp wrongs Charlotte for the reasons described above, then the client may be
exploiting the wrong she faces if he has sex with her. If this is impermissible
exploitation, and such exploitation can only be avoided by either not having sex or
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offering to lie for her at some expense, then he would have a conditional duty to offer
to lie for her at some expense. In such circumstances, only offering sex would deny
Charlotte an option to which she had a right, undermining her relative autonomy. If
she consented to sex as a result, she would fail to give valid consent.

6. Conclusion
I began this article by describing a common claim: consent resulting from a wrongful
third-party threat is necessarily invalid, and this implies that those obtaining such
consent act impermissibly in pursuing the object of consent, or act permissibly only if
the object of consent improves the consent-giver’s options, helps her avoid harm, or is
the only way to help her avoid the fulfilment of the coercer’s threat. I argued that these
conditions are neither necessary nor sufficient for either valid consent or granting
permission. I proposed the alternative theory of relative autonomy: when a coerced
agent has the autonomy the consent-seeker has a duty to provide, this is sufficient for
valid consent and permission. I further argued that when the consent-giver does not
give valid consent because they lack relative autonomy, and the consent-seeker is
aware of the coercion the consent-giver faces, the consent-seeker engages in coercion
himself; he is not a mere innocent bystander, attempting to make the best of a bad
situation, but is implying a wrongful threat directly.

The above arguments demonstrated that the theory of relative autonomy explains the
validity and invalidity of consent in a broad range of cases, including those not
captured by competing theories. In doing so I have attempted to establish more
precisely when consent resulting from third-party coercion grants permission and
when it does not.

This is a simplified case based on actual cases arising during the Sierra Leone Civil War. In actual cases,
women were often raped prior to and after capture, and women marrying senior officers obtained greater
protection than women marrying junior officers, soldiers, and non-soldiers. For the full complexity
surrounding marriage and rape during the war, see Zoe Marks, “Sexual Violence in Sierra Leone’s Civil
War: ‘Virgination,’ Rape, and Marriage,” African Affairs 113 (2013): 67-87.
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